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American Football Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

  

  1. What is this sport called in the United States?

soccer

football

2. How many players are on each team in American football?

11

7

5

3. What shape is an American football ball?
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Round

Oval

Square with rounded corners 

4. From the early forms of which two sports games did American football evolve?

Soccer and baseball

Baseball and rugby

Soccer and rugby

5. How many points does a team get from a field goal?

1

2

3

6. What are the dimensions of an American football field?

150 yards wide and 65 yards long

120 yards long and 53.3 yards wide

100 yards long and 40.7 yards wide

7. Father of American football.

William Webb Ellis

Walter Camp

Tom Brady

8. Most important offensive team player in American football.

Runninbeck

Quarterback

Receiver

9. Who do the cornerbacks cover?

Receivers
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Quarterbacks

Runninbacks

10. From whom does the receiver usually receive a pass through the air?

From the running back

From the tight end

From the quarterback

11. A kickoff is ...

a hard kick to the ground

a method of starting a drive

a kick to the side

12. What kind of player is Tom Brady?

Runninbeck

Receiver.

Quarterback

Tight end

13. The only NFL player to be named league MVP of the season five times by the Associated Press.

Peyton Manning

Rob Gronkowski

Drew Bledsoe

Aaron Rodgers

14. What is by far the most popular sport in the United States?

Basketball

Baseball

American football

15. Busted play in American football is ...

blocking a field goal
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a mass brawl. Conflict and disorder

a defensive formation.
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American Football Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

Right answers

  1. What is this sport called in the United States?
  football
  2. How many players are on each team in American football?
  11
  3. What shape is an American football ball?
  Oval
  4. From the early forms of which two sports games did American football evolve?
  Soccer and rugby
  5. How many points does a team get from a field goal?
  3
  6. What are the dimensions of an American football field?
  120 yards long and 53.3 yards wide
  7. Father of American football.
  Walter Camp
  8. Most important offensive team player in American football.
  Quarterback
  9. Who do the cornerbacks cover?
  Receivers
  10. From whom does the receiver usually receive a pass through the air?
  From the quarterback
  11. A kickoff is ...
  a method of starting a drive
  12. What kind of player is Tom Brady?
  Quarterback
  13. The only NFL player to be named league MVP of the season five times by the Associated Press.
  Peyton Manning
  14. What is by far the most popular sport in the United States?
  American football
  15. Busted play in American football is ...
  a mass brawl. Conflict and disorder
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